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1. Background

and vice versa if the price is low, the transportation time
is long. But first we must consider the characteristics of

What is the value of time?

each person as to what value they give time or maybe

You can consider the time you spend, for example one

they ignore it completely.

minute of your time; how much it is worth? How much
it costs you? How much are you willing to pay for your

2. Research purpose

time? We can say for example that your time is valued

The purpose of this research is to show the contents of

as 30 yen per minute, but that value can go up or down

“Research on the time value of road traffic, technical

depending on the conditions. Talking in leisure time the

research and development results report that contributes

value of time does not matter, but if we talk about time

to improvement of quality of road policy ".

that we lose in a store queue, the most ideal is to pass a
less time as possible because it is time you are losing

In many snowy areas including Niigata prefecture, it is

and it is costing you. That resembles when you use

generally known that traffic congestion worsens when

transportation, the most ideal would be to be as fast as

snow falls. Based on the report in the above report, it is

possible, but there are also trips for fun and there you do

possible that the time value of traffic may have changed

not care about the time or the value of the time you are

in the winter period when traffic congestion deteriorates.

spending1).

In this research, we aim to clarify the influence of snow
accumulation on time value of traffic.

The value of time is considered by people who want to

Ultimately, we aim to reflect it in the calculation of

choose the best available alternative to travel. In modern

benefits taking account of the influence of the winter

times, an application such as Google Maps makes this

period in road project evaluation.

easy to understand for anyone. Google Maps gives its
users a choice of routes and time of expected travel as

In this study we will focus on routes with snow

relevant information provided for the user to choose the

accumulation between a Nagaoka city and a Niigata city

final route. People want to get to their destination in the

or the intermediary cities either Mitsuke city, Sanjo city.

least time possible because time has value and that value
influences travel choices. This has been modeled for

In this research, in order to obtain the time value in

years by transport experts. It is interesting to note that

traffic, the revealed preference data based on the of

even such variables as waiting times and walking time

actual behavior data of the road traffic information

are considered when simulating user decisions, for

obtained from the ETC 2.0.

example when deciding on the use of public
transportation system versus using a car, or when

Between the two cities, it is assumed that there are two

choosing between the train or a plane.

routes of general road and expressway, and it is assumed
that either route is selected. For this route selection

When considering the best transportation route, you

behavior, we build a binomial logit model. We add

want the transport time to be short, but the price is high,

personal attributes to this binomial logit model and

clarify the selected behavior when the travel time, travel

distance.

distance which it is used to calculate the travel cost.
Estimate the time value of traffic by using the time

Within the data of ETC2.0 there may be some IDs with

required for traveling and the traveling cost parameters

stops at gas stations for using the toilet, purchase of food

used to create this model and estimate the time value by

or simply to charge gasoline; that time and distance

the season whit snow and the season without snow. In

spent on those things can affect our calculation. That’s

addition, the transportation cost is calculated using the

why it was also decided to create data using the choice

estimated time value, and it is determined which route

of highway and general road of ETC 2.0 and the one of

is an efficient route that can reduce the transportation

Google Maps distance and time and thus have a

cost and time, by using either the general road or the

comparison of the two methods.

highway.
After created the analysis data of the specified vehicle
In this research, we will target all types of car except

using the non-aggregated logit model, which those each

fare car between Nagaoka City and the Niigata city by

individual assumes a rational behavior of "choosing the

using the Hokuriku Expressway or the National Road

option that gives the utmost utility from among the

No.8, No.116, No 402

available options" and sets the individual selection
probability by the transportation service variable and

3. Methodology

personal attribute of each transportation agency predict.

The methodology developed for this thesis was to first

The general formula of the non-aggregated logit model

identify the days that snowed in the area.

is as shown in the following equations (1) and (2).

After grasping the operation ID of the analysis target,
confirm each driving behavior for the operation ID of

𝑃𝑗𝑛 =

the analysis subject and check which route (general road,

exp(𝑉𝑗𝑛 )

（1）

∑𝑗∈𝐽𝑛 exp(𝑉𝑗𝑛 )

𝑉𝑗𝑛 = 𝜃1 𝑥1 + 𝜃2 𝑥2 + 𝜃3 𝑥3 + ⋯

expressway) is traveling.

（2）

The following is creates analysis data of the specified
vehicle, travel distance, required time and travel cost in

The time value is calculated from the ratio of the time

the trip.

required for the utility function of the logit model and
the parameter of the travel cost. Therefore, parameter

The distance travelled is the sum from the starting point

estimation of non-aggregate logit model can be

coordinates to the ending point coordinates, calculating

calculated by using R software.

the distance between two points.

4. Results

The required time was taken as the difference between

Table 1 Resume of results

the end point time of the trip and the starting time point

ETC

of the trip.

2.0

For travel cost, calculate the car fuel consumption

Time

dividing by distance travelled in highway or general

Value

road, and multiplying by fuel price. And in the case of

Google

highway plus that toll fees.

Maps

For the creation of hypothetical choice, the coordinates

Time

of the real choice were used and, using Google maps,

Value

we were able to calculate its hypothetical time and

With Snow

Without Snow

7.170

201.57

Weekdays

Weekend

All

Weekdays

Weekend

All

160.899

29.712

27.463

27.775

59.001

48.782

Unit: Yen/minute

Highway utility = 𝜃1 𝑥1 + 𝜃2 𝑥2 + 𝜃3 𝑥3

6. Future Task

General Road utility = 𝜃1 𝑥1 + 𝜃2 𝑥2

Due to the number of samples used is small, it is

Table 2 Results with snow

considered to have great effect or rather is causing an

Variable

Parameter

Standard

t-value

Error

error. For future research it is necessary to analyze more
samples to create a more correct result.

Time（h）

2.085

0.702

2.971

Cost（Thousand Yen）

0.216

0.318

0.680

In addition because it seems that there is a limit to RP-

Period of Time

-0.944

0.792

-1.192

based analysis by only ETC 2.0, we should also analyze
SP-based (Questionnaire) using the questionnaire

Dummy
Number of samples

152

Likelihood ratio

0.287

Hit-Ratio1 (%)

78.289

Time Value

160.899

(Yen/Minute)

survey.
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